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OVERVIEW  
 

 
 
This is part of a series of teaching materials prepared by the American Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers 
Best Practices Committee. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This unit focuses on the relationship between attorneys in a family law case. It is authored by Jim McLaren, a 
vice- president of the AAML. It includes a lesson plan and a helpful piece on “What I Want Young Lawyers to 
Know Before They Find Out the Hard Way”. It is accompanied by a video in which the author, an 
experienced practitioner discusses the role of civility in the practice of family law. 
 
 

 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR  
 

 
American Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers Best Practices Committee 

 Professor Mary Kay Kisthardt, Reporter 

UMKC School of Law 

 

The material was authored by James McLaren, a vice-president of the American Academy of Matrimonial 
Lawyers. Biographical information is available at www.aaml.org. 

The American Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers, founded in 1962, is an association of 1600 highly 
regarded domestic relations attorneys hailing from all 50 states, dedicated “to providing leadership that 
promotes the highest degree of professionalism and excellence in the practice of family law.”    The on-line 
materials were developed by the Academy’s Best Practices Committee comprised of 5 senior Academy 
members from geographically diverse parts of the United States.  

EXPLANATION AND COMMENTS 
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Model For Attorney to Attorney Relationships 
Lesson Guide 

 
 
Objectives: 
 
 At the end of this training module, the participants will be able to:  
 

• Recognize the different approaches to lawyer-to-lawyer 
relationships.  

• Describe their own “default” approach.  

• Reflect on why they prefer a particular approach and what 
circumstances they might use a different approach.  

• Describe the image and reputation the participant wants to 
project and be known by in the legal community.   

• Recognize different approaches to correct or capitalize on offensive 
conduct by opposing counsel.   

 
Assessment: 
 
 The trainer will know the participants have met this objective because the 
participants will have:   
 

• Articulated key differences that they observed in the  
 presentations.  

• Written a reflection on their “default” approach.  

• Discussed circumstances in which a different approach would be  
 desirable.  

 
Materials:  
 
 Video vignette: 
 

• Attorney vignettes describing ways to relate to other attorneys.   

• References to the Codes of Civility 

• “What I Wish I Knew” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Discussion questions: 
 

• Questions designed to help participant select and describe own  
 “default approach”.   

• Questions designed to help participants identify key differences in  
 approaches.  
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• Questions designed to help participants conceive circumstances  
 in which varying approaches may be appropriate.  

 
Written reflection question: 

 

• One sheet of paper (and pencils) with a question at the top  
 designed to elicit reflection on the participant’s “default” position.  

• One sheet of paper (and pencils) participant describes how he or  
 she wants to be described by fellow attorneys.   

• One sheet of paper (and pencils) participant describes how he or  
 she wants to be described by judges.  

 
Methods: 
 

     Vignette (15-20 minutes)  

• Discussion – what is your reaction to this approach 
 (10-15 minutes)  

• Reflection – what is your “default model”? (5-10 minutes)  

• Additional discussion – what variations/what circumstances  
 Might cause you to alter your opinion?(10-15 minutes)  

• Summary/wrap up (5 minutes)  
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